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1. Introduction

The abstractions we have for serial programming are powerful: concepts like data types, variable

binding, generalized operators, the "subroutine." These concepts arc our most powerful tools in the

dcvclopmcnt and tinderstanding (if large systems for conventional serial machines. This paper presents a set

of similar abstractions Ror parallel computation and describes a distributed problem solving language which

iinplcmcnCs them.

These absL,-iaCtio1ns are the cauldron, a mechanism for organizing inference into distinct reasoning

contexts: the flmse. a way of mnodularly describing the components of these contexts, and the goal-node. a

mechanism ftir bringing a particular reasoning context to hear on a specific task. The development of dhese

abstractions, in addition to providing a working base for experiments in parallelism, gives a new perspective

on the role of "representation" in reasoning systems.

1 . Main Points

This paper develops three mechanisms for organizing large distributed reasoning systems:

Cauldrons -- A chunk of computational activity containing a set of assertions and
in frential mechanisms lior manipulating them.

Frames -- A way ofgrouping assertions into "chunks" of knowledge. For instance.
a frame for a particular block contains knowledge -- in the form of propositional
dcm.criptions -- aohut that block.

Goal-nodes -- A mechanism For invoking a collection of fumnes into a particular
cauldron to perform some task.

A cauldron is a restricted problem solving context. In a cauldron, reasoning takes place separated from

the main stream of computation, which ideally consists only of a system of interacting cauldrons.

The contents of a cauldron arc assertions. some of' which may be computationally active in the sense that they

may produce side effects in response to changes or events in the cauldron. These side effects might be new

assertions, remarks to the console, or the creation of other cauldrons. Pattcrn-invokcd rules or intcr-cauldron

communcation channels arc instances of these activc assertions. The cauldron metaphor is meant to invoke

the vision of an actively changing "brew" of rules and assertions interacting and combining to form new

conclusions and results.
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A frame is a collection of assertions which may hc added to a cauldron. Since these assertions imay hc

rules or other computationally active fonns. the kniowledgc a frame contains may be either proccdural or

declarative. The presence of this active knowledge allows a piece of knowledge to contain its own

interpretation. For instance, the statement "Jack is the brother of Jill" might share a frame with the rules of

interpretation dcfining what it mneans to be a brother.

A frames' contents may be defined by pointers to other frames as well as by its explicit contents, allowing a

framc to indirectly include other frames. Thc frame describing Jack -- for instance -- might indirectly include

the rules and assertions dclining "what it means to he a brother." which would interpret the assCrtions dihout

brotherhood in Jack's description. In an identical manner, relations such as AKO can be interpreted in a

manner vpecific Ito the reasoning context. Note that this inclusion mechanism makes no epistemological

assumptions. but only describes contexts in which an epistcmology may be defined and interpreted.

A goal-nme is a way of tying frames and cauldrons together to solve a problem.' In a response to an

explicit goal of the problem solver, a goal-node creates a cauldron to work on that goal and adds the
assertional contents of a certain set of frames to that newly created cauldron.

For instance, when trying to place one block atop another, a triggered goal node will create a cauldron whih

centains framcs for the blocks involved as well as a frame -- or frames -- describing the technique for making

onc block support another. Since the asscrtions in a rt,,e ,tay be rules, a frame mtay contain the dechlrlatv

pro( edurrfJir ptbnnig .nme task.

'l'hcse three mechanisms provide a facility for abstraction which declarative programming languages.

even distributed ones. do not generally provide. ie goal node makes possible the creation of reasoning

subcontcxts in much the same way that the subroutine allows creation of a variable-binding context for the

execution of a procedure. In an extended analogy to traditional subroutine invocation, the cauldron ukes the

place o, ,e stack hume, the frames take the place of binding environments and the function definition, and

the goal-node takes the place of the calling mechanism.

I. "Solving a problem" is intended in its, most general sense. It may refer to writing a sonnet. figuring out
what a tool does. or )Iving an electrical network.

W t ol o
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1.2 An Example

This example portrays a cauldrons-based reasoning program pcflrming tasks in the blocks world. The

environment in which it operates is a classical blocks world where the program performs simple blocks world

tasks, using frames and goal nodes to carry hcn out in a reasonably sophisticated manner.

Sevcral important points are illustrated in this example:

o The cauldron invocation mechanismn as a way of capturhig tie application of a
p, rtic ltar tcchnique to i given problem.

o *1 he functionality of separating intcntions into needs which are reasoned zbout
and goals which are acted upon.

o The franie mechanism as a way of modularizing knowledge into cowours of
rehwunwce based on what knowledge is useftl or partiCiular tLisks.

o' The framc-sharing mechanism as a way to communicate relevant information
between cauldrons.

o The honogenous representation of both program and data as active or inactive
clements of frames, allowing the simple attachcmcnt of censors and critics to
arbitrary pieces of knowledge or procedure.

These points encomp~iss hoth the mcchanisms which this paper presents -- cauldrons and frames and

goal-nodes -- and various "stylistic" principles which make programs using these mechanisms easily

niodifiable and extensible.

The blocks world starts out as in Figure 1. Initially. there is a single cauldron, BLOCKS-CAULDRON, to

which tasks are given. Figure 2 presents this cauldron with its set of initial assertions. riles, frames, ete:

The first task given to the program is the straightforward problem of placing BLOCKI on top of

BLOCK2. A goal-node in BLOCKS-CAULDRON. triggc -ed by the assertion of' this goal, creates a subcauldron

tor fulfilling it. 'Ibis subcaUldron contains a reasoning context, made up of' rules and assertions, tailored to

the task at hand.

In this particular case. the catldron contains the following elements:
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Fig. 1. The Illocks World

Fig. . Bloks CBlldro

andrcltins it adoinngbloks

bi.2 lck aulrog natmidoai oncc t h lcswrdsmltr o

oWhat it "means" to be a block. This incorporates such axioms as "if a block
doesn't support anything. it is clear", or that "if you arc looking for space for a

will generally find it".

o Tcchniqucs for interprcting ncw "sensory" knowlcdge. 'Ibis is essentially a set
of rules for transforming betwecn the assertions of the blocks world simulator and
thc intcrnal representations of the program.

Ki~iNII
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o Masic techniques fbir [hie doiruin. Ib'is is knowledge which is shared by all
tcchiniquIcs Which BLOCKS-CAULDRON might in'oke. it includes knowledge .'bokut
how to know if you're finished with at Lisk. principles for initi iiCin i ng at ec nsistcnLc
world model between separated caudrons, and interlocks flor Unique resources
(such as hands).

o lechnicitcs for pcrlorming thc task. This is at traditional blhcks-world program
which ensures pi-cconditions. mnoves. grabs, moves. and leS go.Ihccthnqe
are imnplemented ats state-to-statC rule-chains which fire off' of resuilts and
precond itio ns to generate ictions and new restil(s. 'I lie handling of tinsaitisfied
pIVLc~ii ItuSn is demonstrated latter in di is example.

oI Censors whichliare particular to Eliec sort of task hcing performed: T his is where
knowledge Stich aS tile u IS16irahihty of pyramids as supports is stored. I i the
curren1t inplcineniation thle knowledge hie is anecdotal, and does not take dic
torni ofccunplex "theoi ics ofstiinport suitaiblity''.

Hihese individual 'pieces of knowtedge.' stored as frame inser/ions in BLOCKS-CAULDRC--N. are "activated"

into thc newly created subcauldron. I[his proces is depicted in Figulrc 3. If clivulion in% olvcs ruinning tie

deduction mechanism over thie new set of assertions and rules, with reFerecec to thosc ruics alrcady in the

cauldron.

'[he snhcxatldron no(w contains several sorts of "how-to" knowledge: procedural knowledge iii the Form

of ruile-chins, censor- know ledge in thie form of simple condition-triggcred rulcs. and prerequisite checkers

Fig. 3. Activation ofrit catuldron

Ding

supports
BLOCK2
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for enabling die procedural rulc-chains. lo begin, ie prerequisite checkers, noting that BLOCK2 ,i he

grasped and that there is adequate space for it on BLOCK I. enalh the support-making rle cha i . which

procecds to pick up BLOCK2 and carry it over to BLOCK I, where it is released. [he subcuildron, its goal

achcivcd. now updates the appropriate francs in BLOCKS-CAULDRON (to rcflect thc changed state of

BLOCK I and BLOCK2. particularly) and disvdvcs itself.

Next, the program is givcn dc nior. complex task of placing BLOCK2 on top of BL.OCK3: this [&,k is

morc involvcd because BLOCK5 is already on top of BLOCK3. as in Figure 4, and de program intst rccokni/c

and removc this ohstrtlction. When thc goal of making BLOCK3 support BLOCK2 is recogni/ed. i goI-ukodc

crcacs at cauldron. just as before, to pursuc the goal. I'hc contents of this cauldron, as bcfore, is dcermincd

by the frames activated into it. Ihis arrangcment is depicted in Figure 5. the cauldron -- or to spelk

precisely, its interpreted contcnts -- first --hecks to sec if it is okay to grasp BLOCK2. and seeing that it is.

checks to see that thcrc is space for BLOCK2 on BLOCK3. thuis noting dic presence ot BLOCK5. Seciilg the

obstacle. th c cauldron gcneratcs upwards to BLOCKS-CAULDRON a neeI for BLOCK3 to not support BLOCK5.

including an explanation of why it is ncc-cd.

BLOCKS-CAULDRON, receiving notice of this need, and noting no evidence to suggest its impropcricy. .

gencratcs dic gual of satisfying it. 'liis new goal starts up another cauldron, as shown in Figure 6. - --

,vith a n cnircly dilfeircit set of expertise from thc first cauldron. The coneiuls fl ihis NOT-SUPPO rS

Fig.. '[he IllocL World airter (MAKE (BLOCK 1 SUPPORTS BLOCK2))

Block3

,4

Ta b-le ,-- ;,
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Fig. 5. A cauldron is created to make BLOCK3 support BLOCK2

Blocks
Cauldron

J.

Doing
BLOCK3
supports
BLOCK2

Fig. 6. Figuring out how to satisfy a prerequisite

S supports not-supports "

.'

cauhirin M e rules mul, ass~ertionIs which irovidle as exprlse 111d expeclulliofs -- are very different ftom ltewVt

.").'/els oJany MAKE-SUPPORTS auldrns. Ihc procedurc represented in die NOT-SUPPORTS cauldron ,

lhoks at all of [ie bh:ks and tries to find a sa fc place to discard BLOCK5 which wil not disrupt anly ongoing
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tasks.2 'I'he NOT-SUPPORTS cauldron decides that BLOC K5 c al be put, on top ot" PY RAMIO 1, and gileratc a

need for that support relation to exist. 'This is transformed ioto a goalI which triggers the activation of still

ant)thcr cauldron using the same gcneral MAKE-SUPPORTS knowledge as dc first. lhis new subcauldron

procceds to pick up BLOCK5, carry it ovcr to PYRAMIDi. and attcmpt to release it. 'I'his arraitgcrmcnE of

cauldrons is shown in Figure 7: Figure 8 depicts the blocks world at this moment. Lhltlrtunatcly. BLOCK5

cannot rest securely on top of PYRAMID1 and this problem is reported by the blocks world simutlator a

sMtIC1tmnt al)ot the instability of BLOCK5 asserted into the MAKE -SUPPORTS cauldron whilh ittempted to

Fig. 7. Satisfying the prerequisite

* Cauldron

Doing Doing X"

supports s(uports

BLOC3 PBLOCK3O

BLOCK2 BLOCKK

~2. Inter-task interference is media ted by a protection mechanism (as in HACKER [Sussman761). When a

ca uldron begins to manipulate a hikx:k, it adds the sLtC1temlit that dhe block is protected to the rramei fo.r die

block as well as to a repository BLOCK-PROTECTIONS framc in BLOCKS-CAULORON. lhc

NOT-SUPPORTS cauldron has this BLOCK-PROTECTIONS framc activated into it so that it can identify
conflicts with tasks currently in progress.
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Fig. 8. Trying to put BLOC K5 on top of P YRAM ID I

release BLOCKS on top of the pyramid. 'ihis assertion is rccognizcd by the cauldron (this is the second
MAKE - SUPPORTS cauldron) and a report of thie difficulty is percolated uip to BLOC KS- CAULDRON, with two

Cal results:

o A crific is created to catch subsequent cauldrons about to attempt the &ame
ill-founded goal (Eliecgoal of putting BLOCKS on top of PYRAMID 1). [Ihis critic isstored in the fraincs for BLOCKS and PYRAMID 1, which are both defined inside of
BLOCKS- CAULDRON.

o An assertion escribing the error is added to thc cauldrons which brought about
the error-producing need (the NOT-SUPPORTS cauldrorn and the initial
MAKE -SUPPORTS cauldron) in thc first place.

Reacting to thc error assertion, the NOT-SUPPORTS cauldron looks for an altcrnatc location for BLOCKS. and
decides to place it ato~p BLOCK4. T[his decision gencrates two assertions in BLOCKS -CAULDRON: an
appropriate nieed for BLOCK4 to support BLOCKS and a statement that the error of thc misguided
MAKE -SUPPORTS cauldron has been "handled". 'Ihei second asserfion leads to thc dissolution of the erring
MAKE -SUPPORTS cauldron. while the first generatesi a goal of having BLOCK4 support BLOCKS. which
triggers the creation of a new cauldron working on that goal, as show in Figure 9.

'his itew cauldron, seeing that BLOCKS is already grasped, moves to BLOCK4 and drops BLOCKS on
top of it. flic blocks world is now as depicted in F'igure 10. Illic cauldron responsiblc for this, it% task done
and having updated the appropriate frames in BLOCK S-CAULDRON, dissolves itself. Similarly. the
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Fig. 9. Recovering fromn the error

Fi.t. h lck oldatBLOCK3 hasben lere

suprsspot

BLP2BOK

37 - I
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NOT- SUPPORTS cauldron. sccing its goal sa'fely achicivcd. dissoIves itself along with thc othcrs.

When a frame is changed, dic cauldrons into which that rrarnc is inivoked are updated. For instanc:e.

whcn thc framic for BLOCK3 is suitably changed by at cauldron affecting HLOCK3, the change is asserted into

any cauldron into which thc frame for BLOCK3 has bccn invoked. FIlius. when die second MAKE-SUPPORTS

cauildron (which tricd to put BLOCK5 on top of PYRAMIDI) picked tip BLOCK5 from 8LOCK3. itLipd~ited thc

fraine Imr BLOCK3 to rcflect the removal. When this I'.ct reached the first MAKE-SUI)PORTS cauldi-mn

(because it contained dic lranic 1'(r BLOCK3). thc prereqtiisite checkers recogni/cd that there wias nlow space

fir BLOCK2 on HLOCK3. making it possible to move BLOCK2 ats soon as the hand became fiee. [buits, when

BLOCK5 isi tinally released, and the program's hand is 1ree. the program moves over to 3LOCK2. gmaihs it.

carries it over to BLOCK3 and releases it. 'Ibis done, the first MAKE-SUPPORTS cauldron d~ssolvcs itscltaifter

updating the ippropriate frames in BLOCK S- CAULDRON, leaving the bloczks world ats in F'igumre 11.

Next we ask the program to place BLOCK5 on top of PYRAMIDi. Ilie program r~ffuses. explatining

(given the critic which was created earlier) that BLOCK5 would be unstable if' this were attcmptcd. If this goal

had becn the result of one of its own deliberations, for instance a NOT-SUPPORTS attempt, it would be able

to recogni/ed the expected error and try another approach or strategy. (For instanicc trying to Find another

space for the block).

1mg. 11. 11wi Bllocks World after (MAKE (BLOCK3 SUPPORTS BLOCK2)
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1.3 Learniag with Fmws

This example has shown goal-nodcs. frames, and cauldrons in action performing a series of tasks. lic

notions of frames and goal-nodes, however, support several powerful mcchanisms for Icarning from

experience and mistakes. This section ofTers a few notes (without extensive examplcs) on these mechanisms.

The first. implemented in an earlier vcrsion of the blocks wodr!d program presented here. recogni/cd 'crror

assertions" like that produced by the misguided cauldron in the example. It then initiated a sub-cauldro( to

hypothesi/c a reason for the failure: this rca on thcn became a censor applied to MAK l-SUIPOR actI' inies

in geleral. Untb,'tumnately. the hypothesis generator. as lirst coded. tended to over-generali/e and --- since the

implementation contains no provisions for automatic truth maintcnanCC --- eventtally paraly/ed the problem

solver by the imnage olfdisaster at every turn.

The second. used more extensively in reasoning about connectivity in circuits, used die idea of wormg

d('lival) paollens as it way of constructing new frames. A successful cauldron --- its goal cheived --- could

collect its contents (the results --- in terms of intermediate conclusions and primcd-to-firc rules) and make

them (or add them to) frames in the cauldron above it. In particular. the circuit reasoning program computed

a lot of fEanouts in the process of trying to find breaks in a represented electric circuit. Ily adding these fano us

to the frame dcscribing the ciruit, later analysis tasks could proceed quite quickly .-. skipping endless chmins

of' fIiour speciliations. In tle bltx:ks world, where the frames for blocks change sio often, this was les

cielctive; restoring past state could seriously confuse the problem solver rather than clari!ying oir impios ing

its progress.

A later implementation of cauldrons might make more use of these facilities. with powcrful tools t0r storing.

pruning, and restoring partial states of the problem solver.

I
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2. Restricting and Distributing Reasoning

This section dec.rib s the cauldron mechanism as a mechanism tbr restricting and distributing

reasoning over several distinct inferctncial "processcs". While not delving into the internals of an

implementaution, it details the motivations for its design and contrasts it with other distiihutcd reasOning

systems.

2.1 Cauldrons

This research dcvelops a rncchanisin fir delining and maintining restricted problem solving

computations called cauldrons. Cauldrons are explicitly dcefined problem solving contexts in a reasoning

program. An individual C.auldron consists of a declarative program interpreter roughly similar to AMORI)

IdeKlecr78I. a database of assertions. rules and other structures on which this interpreter acts, and control

in fornation which it uses in interaction with other cauldrons.

The cauldrons' "contents" are the set of assertions on which the interpreter operates. Rules and special

constructs such as side etfect generators and inter-cauldron communication channels arc simply special cases

of assertions. 'Thee rules and active asserlions may be examined and manipulated by other rules and active

assertions in the cauldron just as easily as they manipulate the assertions and increnccs of some particular

domain.3

One fundamental assumption of this research has been the aclive role of knowledge in the reasoning

process. The concept of apple has far more "attached" to it than merely color, shape. siue. or flavor. It carries

the knowledge that you perhaps shouldn't eat it when green, that you can cut out its soft spots with a knife.

and that planting its seeds can make you feel exceptionally nature-loving. T'he view of knowledge as merely a

collection of statements to be examined is impoverished because it excludes a vast array of censor-knowledge.

proccdure-knowledge and "contextual interpretation" knowledge. Casting knowledge as a passive "accessed"

element of the reasoning process sterilizes a representation, draining it of expressibility. ibis is a fate which

this research has tried to avoid by discarding the idea of "database access" as a distinct operation. Cauldrons

3. Kornfeld's Fther [Kornfeld82] lacks this feature: Rules. as sprites. are not normally looked at by other
rules or sprites-- there is a clear separation between assertions and rules in ther. something which cripples
attempts at reflection or self modification. If a rule must determine what other rule led to some action or
conclusion -- in order to either disable it for similar situations or generalize it to other situations -- the ability
to examine rules with other rules is neccssary.

IS r WMI..
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are not a database from which "facts" arc fetchcd, they are a melting pot of tc:hniqucs and knowlcdc into

which "facts"' arc activated. Rules. efTcctors. and cxarniners hence hcnc only especially ",auve"

asscrtions.

A given cauldron is able to manipulate other cauldrons through thcsc "activC assertions. Ihrough this

mechanism, a cauldron can either crcatc new cauldrons or make assrt mis in existing Cauldrons. I his ability

of cauldrons to create other cauldrons delint-s a hierarchy ofrcauldron in vOCation. 'I heC .is ii" tI ihi0 Iiicrr1Chy

describe a Imircni-chi/d rclation. where the cauldron created is rcferred to as the child of its creator paein

cauldron. [his hierarchy is intimatcly tied to the frame and goal-node abstraction presented ii dts p.iper.

Generally the goal-nodes and frames which contribute to a given cauldron arc prcsnt -- as single FRAME or

GOAL-NODE assertions -- in their 1xircnl cauldron. Converscly of course, the franics and goal-nodes existing

as assertions in a cauldron arc generally used to instantiate and dcfline its ('hildren.

While the primitivc mechanisms for cauldron creationi and activation arc available to the rules and

assertions of each cauldron, programs generally use the goal-node and frame abstractions sketched in the

introduction.s 'Thc goal-node/frame mechanism supports a useful abstraction over the hare cauldrons

implementation, providing a protocol for organizing knowledge and method.

2.2 Distinctions from other Distributed Reasoning Systems

This section will try to motivate some of the features described in the previous section by comparision

with other schemes for distributed reasoning.

'['he Conniver [McI)ermott74] ctxt mechanism may be considered a subset of cauldrons, as it creates

new subdomains by "layering" new assertions onto the database so that they can be "pushed" -- defining a

new layer of context -- and "popped" -- returning to a previous layer. But the usc of layered contexts, while

gaining the "computational instantiation" aspect of cauldrons, fails as a restriction mechanism. Its problem

lies in dragging the entire ancestor context into the computational arena.' This is cumbersome in most cases,

4. Where a fact may as easily be "how to paint a block" as "the block is red".
5. The goal-node and frame mechanisms were initially implemented using these explicit

cauldron-manipulation primitives, and only after those explicit implementations had evolved were they wired
into the implementation.
6. You can get around this problem by adding things to an empty context, but this usurps die hierarchy

defined by context-creation, which is still important from a control standpoint.
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but may somctimes be necessary-- a cauldron inlntiation does havc the option of copying the entire present

cauldron into the new one. Connivcr's layered context mechanism may be vicwcd as creating i iwrart'hy of

assumptioa with new context layers being new branches from it single trec of deduction, whic die cauldron

mnechanism defines a hierarchy of invocation.' The hicrarchy of invocation reflcL s both reprcsent tional

ahstractioli Mid ineta-k now ledge bctweon levels: a cauklron is "superior" to another if it interprets and uses its

results. An inferior cauldron will usually know more about certain things than .he superior cauldron which

invokcd it (such as how to perform its wask). but will ill turn know lesv about other dings (sulch as why it wAas

invoked it the lirst place). Thc cauldron hierarchy is determined not by accumulatcd layers ofconclusions.

but by invocation, with each invocation guided by knowledge about the purpose and perfirmance of levls

below it.

Ihis design inhcrenly rellects a philosophy for die control of parallel reasoning procz:sscs. While it is

possible to impleineti a Lycred contcxt inechaiism in a cauldron system, the general philosophy is dat

uisutilly dii'. is the wrng ding to do. [lie design ofcauldrons stresses a hierarchy of invocation control over a

h icrarchy ft accun ulated assumptions.

'[MS systems such as oyle's [I)oylc781 may he vicwed as a systematic dissolution of the Conniver trec

r,, ofcumulative assertions. Using a I MS both geLs around the costs of instantiating new contexts for each push

and. more importantly. permits die removal of an individual "pushed" asscrlions in a long chain of "pushes"

without having to regenerate the entire chain. It does this by keeping track of the "local causes" of each push

and further by making each assertion be a push. Thus the tree of pushes is broken into a collection of the

local interactions (dependencies) for each push. The problem with this diSsolution is that die Conniver

hierarchy of assumption also contains control information and results of considerations which the TMS may

well remove. The solution to this in AMORDjdcKlecr78] is to explicitly define certain types of assertions to be

sancrosanct as far as the TMS is concerned. I argue that it is preferable to retain an explicit hierarchy of

conrol -- storing control information and results at different levels in the cauldron invocation hierarchy --

while performing maintenance of hypotheticals throught explicitly accessible mechanisms on each level

(within each individual cauldron).

7. Cauldrons actually supports a heterarchy of invocation, allowing a cauldron to have more than one parent.
While I can easily imagine schemes in which this would be us.ful. I have yet to actually use such a feature in
any slightly real domain. Such a "godparent" relation might be useful when a number of separate cauldrons
are interested in de resulLs of a given computation; each interested cauldron can be a "godparent" to a single
cauldron pcrolbrming the computation.
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'lTc ACTORS paradigm [Hcwitt761 diffcrs from cauldrons in two distinct ways: thC sI/C of 1 AgCnts

involved and the cxistencc of a clear control structure between igcnts at diflcrent levels and tasks.

I imagine a cauldron as fir larger than an actor in terms of both memory and computational activity. In

gencral. I envision a cauldron to contain on the order of one hundred rules and perhaps three to six times that

many assertions which arc not rules. ("Rule" here rcfcrs to any sort of"activc" assertion.) This numbr -- an

ol' the cuifcalculiation based on when the currcnt impkcinemtation becones unwieldy in terms of efficiency or

accessihility to debugging -- refers to each cauldron's u/,,lnue sizc, rathcr than to die size of thc kcrncl which

Creates it.

Computation on a, cauldron-level resembles the actor model. with each cauldron as a mesage passing

entity, but most of de real computation in a cauldrons based reasoner goes on inside of de individual

cauldrons. in an environment of rules and assertions. Ihis distinction catches on a, commonly recogniied flaw

in the scientific communily metaphor, a recent explication of the actor model. The scientific community does

not produce theories. scientists do. Thus. if the "actom" arc scientists. each scientist must have enough

computational power (in terms of knowledge as well as cycles) to gencrate a theory. h'lc theory does not

necessarily have to be good, but it must have the internal structure. in terms of dependencies and motivations,

of'a complete theory. Thc difficulty is that on the computational side of the scientific community metaphor.

there is no chunk of computationIal mechanism sufficiently large to serve as a scientist., I view the cauldron as

a "chunk -f" mechanism" large enough to both develop conclusions and to inotiaie those conclusions. The

typical actor is not sufficiently complex to satisfy this requirement.

For instance, in the blocks world example of Section 1.3. a subcauldron issues a need for some relation

to exist, and explains that need. If a cauldron needs to choose between the multiple needs of its children, this

explanatory justification is necessary to making correct judgements. But the subcauldrons can only pro- ide

this information if they arc complex enough to realize that:

Prerequisite = = > Action becomes possible = => Goal may be achieved

The typical actor or sprite or rule is much too simple and small to possess such complex knowledge. I his

8. '[be flaws described here arc not flaws with the actor model. but with the characterization of a community
of simple actors as a scientific comlnunity. "he actor mechanism -- like the lambda calculus -- provides a
battery of powerful terms and concepts for describing computation. For many purpos-s, it is useful to

describe the rules in a given cauldron as simple actors: but it is not similarly useful to describe such simple
rules or actors ii scientisLs in a research community.
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P- , suggests that the sprite or actor Icvcl is not the right lcvel of ahtraction for talking about intclligecnt

interactions of concurrent agents. If multiplc agents arc to interact intelligently, they hac ito be complex

enough to recognize WHY they necd to interact. In simpler schemcs. like schemas[I)iescheir-Sl or

c-lines [Minsky77]. there is no claim to "intclligent interaction" so that this problem does not arise. But when

the agents of a tnodel arc deigned to bc even slightly more complex. diec problcm of knowing "why"

communication is necssary becomes critical.

Anothcr important d-iflerencc between actor schemes and cauldrons is that cauldrons-ba.scd rc.isoncrs

havC ia imore explicit contr-ol s(ructuire than typical actor-hased systems. The application Of a cauldrons-baScd

reasoner to a problem is lfr more directed than the application of an actors-based system to de same

prohlem. In a caulidrons-based reasoner, there is a clear iotion of'computational hieriarchy, encompassing the

ielations between contolleis and contriolled. A cauldron is typically invoked by an e.ecutive rather than by a

co-worker.

Kornfeld's Fther [Kornfcld82l is a system very similar in design to cauldrons: it is a problem solving

language which distributes computation over a collection of computational entities. In [lther, those clitties

arc viewpints.' while in my language, those entities arc cauldrons.

While there are technical details of the tther implementation that I have doubts about. such as its

monotonicity or its separation ofspriles (rules) and a. scrtions, there arc only two explicit differcnces bctwecn

ther and cauldrons which I would argue for:' 0 one of these is a dilffrence of intent: another is what I

perceive as a serious problem with Fther's approach.

Cauldrons evolved from a collection of ideas about how the mind might work into a set of abstractions

for building networks of "little minds" which perform reasoning tasks. As a result of this evolution, neither

my implementation nor my theories contain notions like "computational power." since I cannot envison

(possibly my own failing) a theory of mind which would support such a mechanism. Hewitt and Kornfcld in

9. Fthcr activities arc the way that compulalion is divided. but viewpoints are the way knowledge is
apportioned. Activities are used to parcel computational power, a mechanism I have choscn not to use. while
viewpoints arc used to parcel and restrict knowledge. which is the intent ofcauldrons.
10. Ibis means they were conscious decisions made in the development of both theories and

implementation.
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[llewitt80] define a dilTcrence bctwc cn their approach, "the .A-icut(iLC society" approach. and \1inik ,r

"society of the mind/cognitive inoeling" approach. lie difTerence in intent betw en my work and Hthcr is

cssednially the same.

The one aspect of Ithcr which I have gravc dou bts about is de way in which programs in Rher arc

written. Ihc standard way to solvc a problem in .ther is t) write a program which combines I ISP codc

calling I[ter primitivcs and I[thcr codc calling lISP. Kornleld stresses, in f ,ct. that "I.isp should i1(;( he

coisidcrcd an "csapc mechanism' in E'thcr." My prime misgiving about this is that if a program must

understand or he able to modify itself.' having this mix of L isp and t'thcr will make self' modificationm vcry

dillkult." This tiling is dcmonstratcd in IEther's separation of rules (sprites) and assertions: Ft cr spritcs arc

written in IEther (a I isp-likc languagc). while t"thcr assertions arc writcn in the language Of the domain, with
spritci only triggering ofl of' assertioms. not tT off other sprites. Whlc Fthcr is an excllent language for

writiog prograins it solve any particular prohlem, when programs must modify either themselves or their

apprm ,:h to a problem, the dillicultics of understanding the LISP code. and even worse. thc interaction or the

I ISP and IElher code, will be hard to overcome.

I )avis' nmita-rules [)Davis79l , initiated much of my thought about strategies tr restricting conmpiat.tions.

The cssence of mcta-rulcs -- o" having hcuristics for heuristic slcction -- is important in any sit tlion where

deciions about about the relevance of knowlcdgc or methodologies are made. A range of issues that I h,%,c

only tcntatively explored revolves around this-- precisely. how do you choose which techniques to apply in

solving a particular problem. It is likely that I)oylc's [I)oylc80 ideas about policy and intention will be an

excellent starting point for systcms which chx) between multiplc methods or approaches The need

mechanism in the example in the introduction is a first step in that direction. Another issue of interest is the

means by which such meta-hcuristics arc acquired. (I.cnat's recent work into hcurctics [l.enat821 explores

theories, models. 3nd heuristics for thinking about heuristics).

An issue which mcta-rulcs does not address is the issue of maintaining multiple instantiations of a

reasoning program. where each uses difcrcnt techniques and different knowledge. )avis's more recent work

I. While the implementation of a problem solving language may best he done in [ISIP (or sonic other
traditional language), the inhomogencity of mixing LISP and a problem solving language often cripples its
rcllexive riexihility. possihly leading it inito the pitfall of "skill acquisition by DE FUN".

rn&
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with Smith on contract-nets Il)avis8lil, does lddrCss this Issue. but thhci approach diflkrs from mine in the

same way the as tthcrs-- it seeks interesting and tIsefull ways of' distributing computaltion. rather than Ilniding

and testing dicorics which explain how the mind does things. Contract nets do capture the important concCpt

of di.ribuedfunclionalily: a contract is an arrangement between diffcrent processes which arc perfonning

dilftrent tasks with different expertise. IFurther, I)avis' latest work on multi-agent planing [l)XivisXlbl

considers tle diliculties of' multiple ageits dealing with limited or unique resources in a coordinated wa=y.
These are issues which iiccd 11ir closer exaimination if distributed mechanisms are to be applied to cal -wo Id

interactive problems.

I hc I l arsmy syslIrns II essci77 irc architecturally similar to cauldrons. Cauldrons implement layers of'

ahsractit n in I reasoning progra.n wlhi can he compared to the levels of !/,iothrsis bla c-Aboa ds in I learsay.

I lowever, tie locus oCollptltatiol in cauldrons is different Iroln that in I learsay. In I ler.I , .y. computtion is

perflormed by knowledge sources (KS's) which generate hypothcses on a given level of abstraction by

examining adjacent levels. In cauldrons, the computation is centered in the cauldron rather than in the

interaction between cauldrons. ,A cauldron, unlike a blackboard, computes as wellas collects.

Within each cauldron, generated hypotheses and plans are debugged and critici/ed by local procedures

and knowledge. before being propagated up or down the abstraction hierarchy. This serves to hamper tihe

propagation of" bogus hypotheses between "blackboard levels". Additionally, the activities at any one le cl of

the cauldron hierarchy are not hoogeleous. 'lle subcauldrons of a given cauldron apply a range of

expertise aid techniques to its suhproblcms or sublevels. Within a cauldron network, a range of "pockets of "

expertise" are dynamically created and destroyed as the system deals with new information or new ,.

hypotheses.

Many theories of distributed computation work with even smallcr agents than actors. Schemes like the

semantic network machines, constraints, or relaxation algorithms work with an agent size far smaller than

cauldrons. The internal workings of a cauldron, with its interacting rules and assertions, may well be of

comparable "grain size" to schemes like constraints or relaxation algorithms. It is on this level, and not in

higher level parallelism, that I suspect the important etficiency gains will be made. I view higher level

schemcs like cauldrons as mechanisms for improving abstractions: lower level techniques like constraint I
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propagation or markcr passing I view as methods For impro ing efficiency."

2.3 Static Cauldrors." A Note

The notio.n of cauldrons and rralnes described aho' cvro,, 1oerhm eai eir work in lemning amd i castin g

in highly parallel semantic networks. This work was begun in 1979 tinder Chuck Rieger at the Uiikersity of

Maryland ind continuied at MII' in 1980 and 1981. Ihis work, tnreported. began with a suhset of .Scott

l-.ihlmaim's NIII. [Flahlinan79J (a highly parallel senianic network implementation) and extended the

*existence hit' of NFI to an 'existence word' lr Jesribing multiple helief or reasoning contexts. It then

provided an 'implication link' i)r connecting Statements rcprescntational links in dic semantic network).

IhFese implication links ilso had 'existence words' which alfected thc cxistence words dicy were iblc to

propogate.

'[he static network so defined could entertain several slates at once and each state (each bit of" the

allocated existence words) was called a 'cauldron.' As existence hits flicked to and fro throughout the

network, the activity of the program procedcd along many lines or through many paths at once. I'e

implementation of this network never got past a primitive simulation stage and eventually became (with the

in itence of'other ideas at M IT) the set of ideas described here.

The implication links of the ,tatic implcmentatioln were used to activate patterns of rucs' amid
".sserti m ' in die network, and became the notion (if frames (and of goal nodes) in the Cenrlnt

implementation. One novel component of' this activation notion was a selective version of" the autoiatic

'frnne creation' described at tie end of the last chapter. New patterns of activation could he defined by

capturing current patterns of activation, in particular by tracking the 'dependencies' for the current pattern of

activation. All the activated nodes in the network, and the nodes which activated them, were used to specify a

pattern of reactivation which could become a new "frame' (in the parlance of the current implementation).

Since reasoning was divided into levels by cauldrons, by constraining this recording to a single cauldron (a

single bit in the propoatcd "cxistcncc word') only immediately 'relevant' nodes would be recorded.

In retrospect (from 1986). those ideas seem worth returning to. In fact, promising systems like AFI.

12. But of course. improving elflciency makes it possible to think about reasoning technologies which could
never he serio uisly considered before. ,'

?.. . '
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lll1cloch861 scrn to echo many of the jdcas ot' diis implcinentatiofl. Fiurthermore. Agrc'\ work on roucine

hcli,ou or [Agrc85j adopts Lhc notion of in' rti ng Jepindelicies in to dcti ~atiot) paiters. though with i fdtr

mot e complete irnplcmcntation.
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3. Representation as Restriction

This scCtion takes a teleological view of representation systems, working front the insistcncc tlat

knowing what is useiJl is just as important as knowing what is irue. A representation system does not rnerely

provide a structure for making valid assumptions (defiultf) it also provides a structure flor determining what

knowledge might bc usef l to a ccrtain goal, in a ccrtain situation. or fora particular infercnce.

The qu.stion of what knowledge is useful becomes relevant to the A[ researcher only when one can

choose what in bfrmlatioi ones program looks at when making inferences: precisely. when one has a

mechanism lir restricting consideration. Assertion hased inilerence uCeCaiisIus without explicit ontrol or

focus and reference cannot of'er a frarnework for Cstahlishing rclcvance-hascd representation schemes.

3.1 Knowledge Representation

This section desrihes a representation scheme working from the intuition that any knowledge

representation is a paradigm for restriction of consideratio Taking this intuition, the solution of the

representation problem becomes the space of" solutions to the restriction problem. This gives a knowledge

representation the clear design goal of diflning knowledge nwcessury fbr a lrticular perfoniaice. This frmc

implementation is a mechanism for defining chunks of knowledge (collections o "ac'.ivc" rules and "inactive"

statements) which may he mixed and merged to create tailored reasoning contexts.

The active and procedural nature of this tailored knowledge allows "meaning" to become an

interpretation1 of the computational context (the cauldron and the "chunks" of knowledge which define it)

rather than any absolutc dcfinition. Making the knowledge an active part of the reasoning process lends

power to these chunks of knowledge, allowing the knowledge representation to implement an cpistem,logy,

rather than merely fulfilling one.

13. In a very real sense of "interpret."
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The basic unit of die representation is thc frame. an assertion consisting of tirec parts:

o A tag, which is an identificr for the frame.

" A set of inclusions. each of which is he tag of another frame in the sime
cauldron. A frarne is sid to "virtually include" dhe frames attached to its
inclIusions.

o A set off ature.m. each f which is either ,n f'ame or it arbilrtr), objc't in the
language oj/he prublei solver.

Ihere are three basic operations on a flarme:

o I.catL rc alteration. The addition or removal of an object (or frame) to or from
the Cciturcs ofi the friame.

o Inclusioii alteration. The addition or removal of a frame-tag to or frorn the
inclusions of the frame.

o Framc Invocation. The "activation" of the framc into a problem solving
context (cauldron). When a frame is "activated" into a cauldron, its Jatures are
asserted into the cauldron and each of its inclusions arc activated, recursively, into
the same cauldron.

A frame is defined is it set of arbitrary assertions (tliatures) which may include, virtually, the assertions

of iny collection of other fiames. Spreading activation through thde inclusions ten determines the set of

assertions which are eventually added to the cauldron a frame is invoked into. These fti'tur." (which may bc

rules. censors, arbitrary statements, or other frames) interact with other similarly activated features in the

cauldron to perform tasks, complete inferences, or organi/e existing knowledge into new structures. The

current implementation of this system has the bug that features are given precedence over inclusions by the

mechanism of asserting the contents of inclusions before the features, allowing the immediate features to

"clobber" elements of the inclusions. ''he exact problem is that since there is no implicit dependency

maintenance accompanying non-monotonic modifications to the cauldron, "clobbering" does not always have

the complete and correct effect. One way that this has been patched is to define rules -- in some particul.r

.- reasoning contexts -- which keep track of the addition and deletion of assertions in a cauldron.

A key feature of this implementation is that it leaves all epistemological issues, such as the meanings of

A-Kind-of or Part-Of, to be implemented in the representation rather than being defined by die

representation. It provides only a faicility for defining chunks of knowledge to be applied and used by a
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program, leaving all issues of meaning Mind epistemology t : interpretuve sULCturcs implemented w1111h1 the

facility.

For insLancc. A-Kind-Of could e irnplemcntcd as below:'

F rame
Name: Class
Inclusions: None
Features:
If (chss HAS-QUALITY CLASS)

(inslawce IS-A-KIND-OF c'ass)
Then:
I f (class Sm-rCliOl soiie-qualil)'}

NO (instance some-relation apnwhcr-qualiiy)
Then:
(instance some-relalion some-quality)

So diat if thcre is a frame 1ir carburetor:

F rame
Name: Carburetor
Inclusions: None
Features:

(Carburetor HAS-COLOR Black)
(Carburetor HAS-PART Foobar-Valve-Part)

14. "Ilie "cod~e" given here is a pretty prirtcd fo~rm of the actual assrtions and rules in the ctlrr-cn[
implementation. A frame has its parts clearly labeled: An IF form assert-, those assertions after it; THEN fo~r
eatch set of assrtions matching the patterns before the THEN. Italicized words correspond to variables which
will match anything and bold italicized vaiiablcs refer to variables which have already been matched (and
thus have values cornstraincd by their earlier appearanice). Theli first piece of code impilments inheritance (if
defaults along AKO links. Thei frame CL.ASS contains a rule which says:

- . "if an insimice is a kind of some class clhms, and c'lss has it relation reclation to .some value which . ,
% thde in.slanc'e doe"s not explicitly have. then die inslance has tile .11n re'lation to die .%llnie vulur.'"

'%1
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it is then possihle to construct a fraine flor car buretor clas.s:

F ramne
Name: Carburetor-class
Inclusions: Carburetor Class
Features:

(Carburetor HAS-QUALITY Class)

aind for at particular carhuretor:

F rame
Name: Carbu ref or- I
Initcl1u s ion s: Carburetor-class
Features:

(Carburetor-I AKO Carburetor)
(Carburetor-i HAS-COLOR Silver)

,Ahiclm will have at Foobar-Val ye-Part and would he blamck if' it werec' clearly silver, tIhe dcfnition of

(arburetoi-class could also complaiin it' sonmc ot' the fleawtres of at given carburctor werc undefined or

inconiijstent. [-or instance, it* we could expand thc definitioni of Carburetor-class to bc:

F rame
CO Name : Carburc'tor-cla.ss

Inclusions: Carburetor. Class
Features:

(Carburetor HAS-QUALITY Class)

If (inllsance AKO Carburetor)
(instance HAS-COLOR Black)

Then:
(instance HAS-AGE Old)
If (instance HAS-AGE New)
Then:

E rror(A Carburetors age doesn't match its appearance.)

so that an "error report" would be generated (and presumably noticed) if' a carburetors apparent condition

did not match its given age.
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Wc can also) dctinc variant forns uf inhcritlnce fi-oni clitsics or betwcen mIstailccs (for Uwrc is mullih

beyond AKO). For exanple. considcr this dclin iuioii of HA S -PART:

F rame
Name: Pan
Inclusions: None
Features:
If (prl HAS-QUALITY PART)

(supr-I'ul, HAS-PART par)
[part HAS-PART sub-part)

Then:
(super-part HAS-PART sub-part)

If (whole HAS-PART ipJrl)
Then:
(parl IS-CONTAINED-IN whole)

Using the definition of'part. it is possible to construct it fraic for carburctor-part:

Frame
Name: Carburetor-part
Inclusions: Carburetor-class, Part
Features:
(Carburetor HAS-QUALITY Part)

,mid ror Carburetor- i:

Frame
Name: Carburetor-I
Inclusions: arburetor-part
Features:

(Carburetor-i AKO Carburetor)
(Carburetor-I HAS-COLOR Silver)
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such that wc may define this frame for ILnginc:

F rame
Name: Engine
Inclusions: Class. Car,arctir-l
Features:

(Engine HAS-COLOR Blue)
(Engine HAS-PARr Carburetor-I)

which has a nuiirhcr of linter-esting f1aire-s. incIluding po-,se-sio~n of a Fooba r-Va 1 e -Part inherited froim

die cmaru:toi .iit Carburetor -1. IWLi this inherIitanlCe is lilicredincraiwce since otlicr feaItures of the

carburetor, such is its color-, ire miot inhiciticd. IHits definition of HAS -PARf is ceitam ly wcak Ind

incomiplete, htit its defitition recails two power-ful ciphilities of this aipproach:

A rhitra ry del ,ii h1ing or' i nheritance rncchan asis may lie defined ex plic il I nd
extensibly. I1CS hes delknUing mechanisms need not merely dcliu Ic by iii licrmlng
through some hierairchy or hetnrarchy. but cin refer to any elemecnts Of thc currcnt
r-casonaing Context.

Ihc semantios of it representation -- the waiy attributes irc defaulted and
cOnstrained -- may he globally or locally redefined for a givenu reasining context or
a ciiilee tion of reasoning contexs sharin it comimonl fwne.

I fdie language of the problem sol%,tr -- in which the contents of frames arc written -- has assertions which cain

)vei ride or inib iit wlicr !ssert imns. (i.c. is ;lonl-monlotonl ic) it becomecs possible to %& holly replace ai deli n !i~l

of'AKO or HAS -PART fiur at given frame. I1bis permits the meaning of AKO or HAS- PART to vary depending

on conmtext. so that being A- K ind-orf "hacker" may use a very ditrent interpretation ofA-K i d-Of than

being A-K ind--Of Theavy object"."~

15. T'he introspective rcali/ation that hearing "Clyde is an elephant" immediately conveys a great deal of
informaion about Clyde suggests that AKO is indeed special in some deep way. But the description "Clyde
is elephant-shaped" invokes at large number of' I'lacts juist is quickly. but leaves behind. flwrs a great deal1 oft
non-shape inforinaicion. Our rectegnition of' this sori of simple inalogical description (Clyde is shaped like amn
elephant) scem just as quiick and naitural ats our recognition of instimmce-class descriptions, suggesting that
AKO is not especially primordial.
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3.2 Representatioa as Restriction Other Approaches

The approach of implementing repicsentatiOnal mechanisms like AKO in a general declartic

alagLlagc is in essence the Sanle approach prescntcd in [I layes77I and [NiIsson80. lioth of these prescntations

describe skeletal frame implementations implemented in FOPC. In [l-laycs771 Hayes furthcr rccogni/cs the

utility offilh'rcd inh/ritamce -- described above -- as seeing s: for instance. secing Thoinas Jetffrson as a

,.icntist. rather Lhan ,s a polifician or as a slavcowncr. But while simply ebnhedding IlI or K RI in IOPC is

interesting in itself. the result providcs little of the real FIunctionality in these languagcs. An FI. in I.Ol'C

may tell you what is true. ' hut it does little in die direction of telling you what is usfiil. l ecause cauldrons

implement a notion of Iocal knowledge, the mcasure ofa rule or ascirtion's relevance soddenly gains meaning

and importance. The f'ralne implementation prescnted above organi/es knowledge into contours of

relevance," Iliillilg tile requirement that a representation classify what is "useIul" with the same fIaCili.V that

it classifies what is "true".

The chunking of knowledge into contours of relevance hears similarity to the use of the theory construct

of Wcyrauch's FOI. [Weyrauch781 and its close descendant SI .l (Structure I)escription I.anguagc) I )oylc80.

Iloth of these systems implement the concepts of structure and model defined fir first order logic. A theory

in FI0 or SIl. consists of three elements: a language defining the syntax of statements in the theory: a set of

axioms which can generate valid statements in the theory: and a simulation structure which connects

,latcmenits ill the dhory to some process which allows the statements to be interpreted and simplilied. As

with the Iraines containing a delinition of AKO above, a theory is a collection of statements accompanied by a

de.sription of their syntax and semantics.'

The theory of FO . or SI)l. and the frame of my representation both provide mechanisms for chunking

knowledge into contours of relevance, a feature lacking in Hayes and Nilssons examples. But all these

schemes define only incomplete chunks of knowledge, and any reasoning process will consist of the

interaction and intermixing of many such chunks. Thc mechanisms by which this intermixing is performed

* 16. Barring the monotonicity problems which keep FOPC distinguishing what was was once true from what
is true. Il)oyle [I)oyle80 discusses a flaw in default handling, the fhmily resemblance probh'on, which arises
from this monotonicity.
17. The simulalion structure is used to give it theory meaning, a link between the theory as a rcprcscntation

and that which it is representing. In order for the sentence "s = 1/2*a*t t2" to have meamning. its elemnen,
js.a.t.2.1/2.*.h = I must be attached to either arithmetic primitives or better, to a theory of equations in the
reals.
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are as important as the organi/ation of the chunks them.selves.

In F01.. the primary mechanism tr theory intcraction is rfle'flun. Rellection allows statements il One

theory to talk about theorcrnhood in ,nother theory. I bus. if a Mcta-theotry M talks about some theory I'.

and we wish to prove some thcoren in 'I'. we may be able to immediately generate the theory by performing

some simple transormnation in M. lit F01., rellection is invoked via the REFLECT command. Which applies

somfe principle from the mecta-theory of the current theory to a set of statements in tic cur remIt theorY. One

shortcoming with this mechanism is that though a theory can refer to its rneti-dieory. thc ireta-theory calnot

refer to the componntm theories it describes. For instance, while a theory of peano arithiluctic may reflect to

the theory of reals which cont,ins a sUirTMal'y Of it, the same theory of reals cannot recr to peano al idhmctic

to justify new principles or axioms.

By contrast. in a cauldron hierarchy. higher levels invoke lower level activities to satisly their plans and

goals in addition to resolving conflicts and dilficulties at the behest o1 lower levels. 'I hus th.: link between aln

active thery (cauldron) and the active theory which uses that theory (its parent) works both ways.

I)oylc's SI)l. replaces reflection with a mechanism allowing semantic attachment to other theories as

well as to implemcntation primitives. Thus, a theory can refer to another theory. Attachment to theories is

used in concert with two other mechinisms. virtual copies and typedxltrs.

Virtual copies are a mechanism for inheriting assertions between theories. If a theory I copies a theory ('. all

the statements of C become mcluded in I. Ihis is identical to the frame inclusion mechanism used with

cauldrons. Class instantiation is performed using virtual copies. by copying the theory of the class into die

theory of de instance, and then attaching a constant in the instance to the global name of the theory of the

class. In a cauldrons-based framc representation. the mechanism for instantiation is similar, but with the

latter step. attachment performed by explicit rules and axioms implementing some instantiation mechanism.

Thus certain objects or techniques may perform this attachment in a completely different manner.

Typed parts are similar to virtual copies in that they copy another theory into the current theory. Ihe

difference is that the constants of the copied theory are replaced by palhnaines. allowing a theory to have

several distinct parts which instantiate the same theory. I argue that this typed part mechanism is misguided

in hapha/ardly colliding sub-theories within their super theory. lbe point here is the subtle but important

difference between referral and containment. A theory of real numbers may refrr to a theory of peano

arithmetic, but it will not conain that theory. The difftrence is that referenced sub-theories are instantiated

%. separately from the theories which use them for justification or motivation. Cauldrons serve as a mcclhanism!I
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tor instantiation which allows the separatc instantiatioll of cunnectcd thcorics. A cauldron retsoning ,ihot ,. a

bicycle will generally invoke another cauldron to reason about thc hall he(.arings in orc of its wheels.

Agre and Chapman fAgrc&Chapman83j replace i)oylc's typed part meclanism with a mechanism c.lcd

virlual inclusion. Virtual inclusion is cssentially an cxtcnsion of I )oylc's virtual copy mcchinism which allows

the axioms of a copied theory to have their clemcits renamed to refcrcnces in the theory eiing copied into.

As with tie typed part mechanism. this violates die modularity of knowledge -- tie contours of relcace --

which .hc theory construct provides.

Since FO. is put forth ias an interactive prooflchecker. thcre is little chance to "scc it in action" with

traditional Al tasks involving planning or reasoned deliberauion. Weyrauch does not present cases where

F[O -01ooseS to Use a Ir'ticular theory, or decides to apply one theory in tdivor on another. ['01, also imoids

die problems of mixing theories (outside of the meta-thcory attachments oudined above) with one and other

by not attcmpting to implement any sort oft inclusion or theory-copying mechanism. As described above.

Si)I. attempts to broach these issues with a virtual copy mechanism, but needs to push die mechanism too

fil-' due to die lack. I argue, of a way to explicitly use one theory from another theory without violating the

principles of abstraction and modularity which separate theories from each other.

Regardless, given the.e tools for theory intcraction, SI)l. attempt% to attack more general Al isses. hu

its prescntaion in jl)oyl 8)j is weak becu l I)oyle uses essentially the smc examples which WerdIch

presented in I Weyrauch78j. While D)yle speaks of reasoning about plans and sequences of actions (where

actions are presumably attached to either other plan-theories or physical or mcnial acts), he never presents

working exiamples which detail that reasoning in action. 'Ihis may be because )oyle's definition of "mental

acts" is no clearer than his specification of "physical acts." due to the absence of any "attention mechanism"

with which to perform mental acts. )oyle does make a large number of important points about reasoning

about reasoning, approaching such issues as how to decide which theory to deliberate with, how to modify a

theory with respect to its success or failure, or whether to b-thcr deliberating at all. Unfortunately. I)oylc

fails to ground this reasoning about reasoning to any real pieces of reasoning technology.

18. :This is a common pitfall of representation systems. lhe AKO link in FRI. (Roberts77l has the idenical
failurc modc., inheriting all sorts of things and being uscd tbr a range of relations it had no busine. trying t)
express.

ftm -%M ft"
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FO. and SI)l. are far more cicAnly and pie cly delined thdn cauldrons, but they leae cnough

questions unanswered to beg their SLIl'lhCincfy. [%CsnttIilly. I can iinagiii cauldrons maturing into something

,,s precisely defincd as 'OL. but currently the issues which cauldrons attempts to deal with, such as explicit

atltention control or "contours of relevance." are still too imprecise to be clearly and formally defined.

Fl.of the st,1 Idpoilit o' 1986. we can notC the development of SIII1RI K i, lllinan831 is a Scr,,ion of

1.01 wi1h more extensive imlultiple context reasoning lacilities. We also see the extcnsive 4ork of'Gcnccrcth

and his :olleaigLCS [GcnesCreth821 as 1lWlowing the lines ofexplicily descrihing how asserions and sit,cinctes

should he interepreted and implemented.

3.3 Fraune. and K-Lines

%1ink)'s Six.icly o1 the Mind oIlcrs a number o aLttractive med.a-m isins to restricting the comptatit ion

involved in rcst lying of any particular t.sk. [he Society of thc Mind ollers a view of the inind as a colltectioi

ofcomputLtionally simplC agents communicating by channels called c-lines [Minsky771. The composite of all

the agcnts stitCS. expressed as thc states of their c-lincs. defines the Socicty's. and hencc the mind's. "mcntal

state." Similarly. a partial mental slate is thc state of a subset of the minds c-linc communication channels.

In [Minsky79I. Minsky proposes thdat the mechanism of memory is one of reactin'alinrg partal outal

vtates. When icciling an event, a fact. or a technique, a set of agents and c-lines are "activated" to interact

with the current mental state. Minsky proposes that a partial mental state is stored by connecting the

elements of the state (the c-line connections) to a goal-node by a set of k-lines. '1Iis connection is arranged so

that if the goal-node is ever activated, the "activation" propagates through the k-lines to reactivate a stored

partial mental state. A powerful addition to this enables k-lines to attach goal-nodes to other goal-nodes a

well as to individual c-lines, thus creating a network which reflects a "hierarchy of activation". This hierarchy

serves as a simple abstraction mechanism which can be expanded into representations for knowledge which

may be logical, framc-like, or procedural.

K-lines are constructed by goal-satisfaction: when a goal is satisfied, the the agents active on its

satisfaction are recorded as an activation pattern. The links of this activation pattern --- from goal to agent ---

arc called k-lines. When a partial state of agents is reactivated through stored k-lines, the activation bring,, to

bear the same agents, attitudes, and knowledge that were previously available when the goal was .-ti',lsicd

One wiy of illustrating this idea is with the fillowing image:

Intaginic a hrge work.vhop with a wide variety of dijj'rent tools a.sil) available. The task oj'a Kir,.;,m
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tO]ix a broken bicycle which is brough its nd pl'ccd onI it )orkbewh ,h 'tlIil h d th. rih i,,rhmat/n P:

begins working on the bicycle. using tools fron around the workroom--- he is tl oo e.pcrwctl'd wih

bicycle repair, so nmuch o" his work is trial and error. perhaps mtixed the genera/ id'as tnd pru'ithi]s

concerning "the right way to do things."

IJ'a ioolsfits and does i/s job. it is dropped on the clot draped table.

If / fit ils to work it is iossed away.

Finally. the bic,'cle is repaired(the workman can notice this), lie takes it down. puts ii t awyt. ,d // A .1p

the lool-covered cloth on the worktable. wrapping it into a bundle lie ags ihis bundle with a ribbon

liaked "'BI(Y( I " Rl*I'IIR" nd ph 'es it on a sheJ The iex tile a b'ycle tieeds repair. this bundle ,c

uo /d oto the work hible. l/ the tools are iehre. Mitid work pro('CE/. withotit the i eccessiiy jor trtul

aid error (is before.

If the tools are actually magic and intelligent screwdriverm wrenches etc: i.e. agents which work by

themselves and interact to repair the bicycle. then the workan, becomes 1xirt of the tools,. ad all that need

be dune is to dump the bundle of "tools" onto the table with the bicycle.

The frames implemenLtion described above derives much of its inspiration t'wm the intuition o "kno'lcdgc

its reactivation" which k-lines provides. I have simply rcpLiccd parts of the c-line nctwork and hicirich,y b

the arbitrary ohjccts of a problem solving language (asscrtions, rules. ctc). Tlhe gcncrally hierarchical structurc

of a network of cauldrons parallels the c-line control hicrarchy t ' described in [Minsky77j. lhe most

prornincnt feature of this is that it allows ,in analogue to Minsky's level-hand-plrinciple, which confincs specilic

"learning events" 2 0 to a tight range of levels of the abstraction hierarchy; thus learning a new techniquC t'or

doing proofs doesn't generally affect the way one holds a pencil. As in any sort of programming, prcscr ing

layers of abstraction makes debugging (as well as understanding!) far easier. Cauldrons implement these

"layers of abswctie" in a declatiwve programming language.

Minsky calls the elements which trigger the k-lines "goal nodes," a regrettable misnomer, for while they

have a good deal to do with reacting to explicit goals. they arc also a powerful mechanism for structuring

19. This was the "BUILDER-WRECKER" hierarchy. In the cauldron system, each level of abstractitn
influences and "inspires" (as opposed to "controls") the level below it.
20. Precisely, k-line attachments.
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knowlcdge of thc worid. Flcnce. hlaing Liken the "activation" parts of the k-lilies thcory and lumping them
into tile frame mechanism described dhove, I simplify the nionil tof gtoal-node to be something %411ILh is
triggered by the presence of a particular class of goals.

I rCtain tile term goal-nodc bcCauLSC it tits so well. dcfining a structure which tics together the fr,imes

rclenant to achieving a particular goal. [he tinctionality of the goal-nodes dec.ribcd here is far simpler than

the Functionality of the goal-nodes described in [Minsky791. My goal-nodes do not implement memory, they

implemcnt the application of memory to a problem.

Ihe goal-nodc used with cauldrons consists of two parts: a trigger-patiern and a set ol" asociatedr, iws. ,

When a goal appcars which fircs off tie trigger-patiern, a cauldron is started trying to achieve that goal. and

thL issociated lraimcs of the goal-nodc arc "activated" into the catldron. 'lhc goal-node thus scives as the

inethmiiikm by whichi a tomp Utation is begun and its direction and area of consideration defined.

I-or instance, in the blocks-world, the goal-nodc for making one block support another looks like:

Goal -node
Trigger-pattern: (IOCKA Supports I).OCKA)
Activated-frames:

DEF.IUIT-II,4KE-SUPPORT-TECIINIQUE Ho W to do it.
RIO('K,, ;Details of one bhock.

lLO('K ;Detaias of the other.
RLO(K-I'ROTECTIONS ; (ensors.

' hc goal uiodc triggers chunks o" knowledge relevant to a given problem. 'his triggered knowledge might

rnge from actiial techniques to actmulated censors to knowledge about the particular blocks involved.

Goal-nodcs serve to dcfinc a reasoning contexi tbr a particular task. This context contains knowledge

about the details of the situation (for instance traits of individual blocks), general constraints of the larger

current reasoning context (for instance blocks which arc protected and untouclhable), as well as knowledge

about how to achieve oncs goals.

o I
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4. Conclusions

This paper has described and dcmonstrated a collection of' abstraction mechnanisms for distributed
reasoning systems. In conclusion,. I will outline the approach which motivated thcse mechanisms and then

critici/c hboth the approach and the mcchanisms it engendered.

4.1 'hilosophy of MiAds

Cauldronsare an inplementation of'distributed pro hem solv ing dcvcloped in parallel with an emerging

theory of disributed cognition. I have approachcd the issue ot" distributed comtputation in an unsual way:

instead of starting with multiplc processes mid then iguring out how to distribute computation among them

to perlo)rir tasks in an "intelligent" or "teficient" manner. I hcgin by looking at mcchanisms of thouight and

then (Ise the technology o ' distributed processing to model those mechanisms. The dil'l~rence between thesc

Lto i pproaches is one of' intent: I am interested in how minds work, and am using comnputation as ,

touchstone fi)r ny thcories. Instcad of thinking in terms oft "distrihuted theory of'computation." I am trying

to begin the definition of a distributed theory of mind.

This theory views the mind as a collection of in(erating comptatitonal processes which generate the

surface phenomenon of rational and irrational thoughL hcsc pro.csses have the fbllowing features:

o [hey are restricted.

o Thcy arc dynamically created.

o They communicate with one and other.

Resiriciun of processes is a requirement that no process have a global viewpoint. A given "piece of

knowledge" interacts only with those pieces of knowledge local to it. Pieces of knowledge may react to or

produce other pieces of knowledge. but they may only react to or immmediately etTect the knowledge

involved in the same proces. 'Ibis notion of restricted consideralion is fundamental to the definition of a

process".

Artifical Intelligence is often criticized for succeeding only by restricting the domain of reasoning to a single

'micro-world" or "cxpcrt-domain"; the flaw in these criticisms is the assumption that the processes of humall

reasoning arc not similarly constrained. Ifuman beings restrict the domains of their problem solving in much

the same manner as Al researchers restrict the domains of their programs problem solving. When the mind is
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examining a play of Shakespearc. it is not at the same tine considering soine ispect of the in tegral o( i, I

log. This restriction of consideration plays a critical role in (he proldenn sohing process. Ihe restriction (,t

reasoning processes provides the technology of conlOMs Jcoisuslderauloti as well as a c/U'd world ,ISSU1)fll.,()!

for de reflexive examination of those processcs.

I hese restricted reasoning processes arc dynamical/i m cotrmn cd and /I.mcarded. at need. as the reasoncr

encounters new problems, new situations or new distractions. I he process structure this creates i,, not , fixcd

piece of ,easoning hardware, but constantly changes as reasoning proceeds. [his notion of restrictcd mental

processes appeals to folk-pscholiogical notions of "ficus" or "context".

It is in the dynamic creation of these processes that large pieces of knowlcdgc are mobili/ed into the purtstit of

tasks and goals. IhIIus the cnstri int o re.striction is implemented in this mobili/ation. mAing soIc that the

pieces of kmowlcdge and procedure present in a process are precisely rclcamt to its function. An activity is

thus instantiated with most of the knowledge, both procedural and declarative. neccessary to its performance. p
(ommunication allows one process to intluence the events in another process. The constraint of

restriction demands that this communication be limited, and we accede to this by allowing communication

only through explicit channels and generally using those channels solely fir the communication of control

in formation."m

[he greatest failing of iny restriction scheme is the unexpected-- if a restricted reasoning process runs i LO

tnin rsecn interference. unsatisfied prerequisites. or internal inconsistencies, it is generally unahle to act

because of its narrow fous. Communication allows a recourse from these situations, permitting a process to

request that sorne other process remove interferences, satisfy prerequistes or even debug the troubled process!

Ihese requests may be either resolved directly by an existing process or may instantiate a new process with

the expertise for resolving the specific quandry. 0

['he characterization of reasoning processes described above is reflected in the abstractions this paper

has presented. The notion of restriction is implemented by thc cauldron, as a restricted arena for deduction "MI

and in fcrciicc. The dynamic creation of reasoning processes is embodied in the ability of a cauldron to create

21. Requests and replies is opposed to techniques or factual details. (A reply may of course be a "factual"
detail, but we constrain replies of this nature to be "CxpeCted" in the sense that Some mechanism exists within
the process for handling them.)
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other cauldrons. and particularly, in the goal-nodc incchanism. And finally, the necessity oc um lication

between reasoning processes is provided by the frame mechanism, permitting cauldrons to commtnicate ind

share information between themselves. 'llis communication is not merely between concurrent processes, but

between prxcsss separated by time. speaking through the channels of memory.

4.2 Failings and Futures

This research. like any research in a new area, has obvious failings. lVrimary. these lailings lic in tile

realm of unanswered questions and unmotivated assumptions. 'Ibis section will attempt -- in brief -- to both

motivate some basic assumptions and to describe future research on de many questions that still remain.

Why does one even want parallelism?

Parallelism is a way ol' keeping things small. Having conventions for making part,; of an Al system

separate and parallel (with only a few clearly defined dependencies between them) provides "fissure points"

for making big problems smaller. An earlier version of this paper had a whole section motivating -- with folk

psychological arguments -- such mechanisms in the mind. Its main argument evolved around the inability of

the human mind to function well on problems which demanded large arbitrarily connected collec'tions Of

knowledge. This ohservation, coupled with observations of Al programs which seemed to flounder in scaid;

problems, led to the principles of the previous section.

Is it "easier" to program in cauldrons than in other languages?

Sadly, no-- the organization of programs and the extension of programs already written seems easier in

cauldrons than in other declarative languages. "Ihis is possible because one can refer to whole approaches and

mechanisms as single chunks of rules or assertions. Unfortunately, the language in which one writes these

chunks -- a sort of poor man's AMORI) -- is clumsy to use. The language has no TMS or arbiti.,tuon

mechanism and as a result over half of ones code is making sure that the other half doesn't fire ofT

unexpectedly and cleans up after itself when done.

Shouldn't there be more complex interactions between cauldrons?
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This research has failed to broach this question in more than curNory detail. Cauldrons should he ,hle

to argue. conspire. and commune with cach oder. Metaphors about scientific communities and legislAcke

bodies may well be useful at this level of detili. The only control or resolution structure this paper has

motivated has been little different from classical subroutine invocation-- the complexities and intCractions

within a given cauldron may well be as complicated as die political and social interactions within a gi en

group of humans.

Is the notion or "a collection of self interpreting assertions" presented here as a frame equivalent to the

traditional notion of frane?

The traditional notion ol' framcs -- of objects with properties -- has a notion of identity. of thc required

propogation o1 side-elf'cts. which is absent from the scheme presented here. I originally believed that this

notion of identity was yet anotchr epistemological notion to he implemented explicitly by rules in individual

cauldrons. A large protion of the rules written for cauldrons handled the pripogationt of frame modification

rrom cauldron to cauldron. '"be utility and apparent universality of these mechanisms have brought me to

bclieve that a notion of identity -- absent from the mechanism I have propsed --is neccessary in a

.- reprcsetnation. Frames arc attractive because they correspond to the introspcctivc n(tion of distinct objects

1of thought. The frames of todays AI researchers arc akin to the ideas and impressimis of modern (read: the

last 3(X) years) philosophers. l'hey are the objects of thought and perception to which we attribute properties

and refer to by other properties.

What about parallel implementations?

As I mentioned before. I primarily consider cauldrons to be a mechanism for abstraction rather than

problem distribution. However I have put some thought into possible schemes for parallclizing cauldrons.

Cauldrons seem to fall on a level of concurrency somewhat below supercomputers like the Connection

Machine (I-fillisgll. I see cauldrons being best implemented on a collection of medium sized typical

von-Neumann connected by a fast bus -- or in a pinch, a fast network.

The individual processors of this machine could range in scale fromt a fast 6800 to a current generation I.isp
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Machine."2 Each processor would probably contain betweeni onC ind five cautldrons interactinig largely -- if at
all - locally. In fact, most onxccssors may contain just one catuildron with five conncctcd cauldrons bclow it. I

* S

I

22. Such as a Symbolics 3600 or a Xcrox I)orado.

'l h
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